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Black feminism is an example of this where the experience of being black and being a 
woman reinforce and traject each other.
Kimberley Crenshaw coined the term
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Another term of interest is norm creativity. 
Expanding what and who is a norm through practical activities.
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Vinnova, Swedens innovation agency 
State agency under the Minstry of Enterprise and Innovation
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Source: Jesse Fox, Wai Yen Tang, Sexism in Online 
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, Deviant bodies, stigmatized identities, and racist acts: Examining the experiences of 
African-American gamers in Xbox Live.
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The most common activities on the internet

Svenskarna och internet 2013 (+ 12 år)

SE ( The Internet Infrastructure Foundation ) is responsible for the internets Swedish 
top-level domain . .SE Is an independent public organization that acts to promote 
positive development of the Internet in Sweden.
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Samtliga siffror i €. Gäller 2013, ur rapporten Nordic Games Sales 2013. Sverige står 
för ca 37 % av den totala försäljningen i Norden 
Uppgifterna baseras delvis på Nordiska 

MMO = Massive multiplayer online World of Warcraft
F2P = Free to play
P2P = Pay to play
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FRIENDS nätrapport 2015
Organization that works against bullying and discrimination
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Many problematize the fact that the concept of gender equality in the Swedish 
equality policy is usually about evening out the gender distribution. It is a widespread 
perception that gender equality is about representation (and only that) . The 
researchers, such as at technoscience studies, discuss the shortcomings of the 
quantitative dimension of gender equality ( "Head count " ) and stresses the need to 
supplement it with qualitative dimensions / indicators on gender equality . 

Concepts highlighted in these discussions is power, influence, prevail, values, 
knowledge and experiences. 

The Entertainment Software Rating Board (ESRB)
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For our three meetings with the students we highlighted three themes:
Education and research, Business and industry and Future uses. 
The students shared many experiences and expectations of how they perceive 
today's gaming industry, both in education and the business
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Almost everyone was new to each other, and it was clear that the topic was not 
uncontroversial.
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It seemed that there were a learned ways to perform certain tasks, which caused 
problems when this was questioned by us as in Elin and I.

Although we entered the project without any specific success factors other than the 
opportunity to discuss and work on our research questions we had made 
assumptions on where the focus of interest would be. We thought we would be 
discussing how we could change the game culture and what kind of games we would 
like to play but instead a lot of time was placed on discussing the concepts gender, 
innovation and game. The concept of innovation proved to be the hardest one and it 
was difficult for many of the participants on how they should relate to this 
phenomena
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The final phase of the project was a one-day hackathon.
Here everyone was invited.

The participants were librarians, IT manager, cultural administrator from the 
municipality, teachers from BTH, and a few of the students from the original student 
group.

We held an introduction explaining the project for the participants and then skyped 
with Vic Bassey from Diversi and Annika Olofsdotter Bergström about her project 
Supermarit
The idea of not rushing into to the doing aspect of the day was to give the 
participants a sense of why we were doing this project and that they should consider 
a norm-critical perspective when brainstorming their game concepts.
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Similar to all game concepts is the story focus and the lack of competition. 

As geocashing stuck with historical events ! historic time in place by means of e.g. 
Google glasses ( hologram !), Camera phone or headphones. Nothing pre-recorded 
with actors to be relived . Experiencing 

Ett socialt experiment för att kolla vad nutidmänniskan tänker om sina 
medmänniskor.
Ett expempel hade kunnat vara ett foto på innehållet av ett kylskåp, där resten får 
gissa vem personen som äger den är. Ett annat hade varit tre foton på personer 
tillsammans med fyra påståenden, varav ett inte passar på någon, och vilket det är, 
och vilket som hör till vem är upp till dig att gissa på osv
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To be innovative we need to be more inclusive.

To be inclusive is to be aware of which norms we abide to and which norms we want 
and which we don’t. 
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